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Hello,

It is with great enthusiasm and respect for our work with the volunteers of Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian
Assistance Programs that we present this manual.  Trauma Recovery/HAP was born out of the ambitious efforts of a
group of EMDR clinicians who responded to the Oklahoma City Bombing.

This legacy of providing hope and healing has continued for nearly 20 years. Our work internationally as well as
nationally has been a rich experience.  The wisdom gained by this experience has taught us two important lessons:

“We need to be prepared to heal and trained to help”

This manual builds a framework for developing a local chapter of the Trauma Recovery Network.

It was developed as part of a collective effort by many of the emerging TRNs.  We are most grateful for the time and
energy all these volunteers put into its creation.

Thank you to the Western Massachusetts TRN for forging the way and sharing the How To Start a TRN binder that acted
as our foundation. The Arizona TRN co-created the 2nd edition of the TRN Manual, providing us with updated clinical
forms and a wealth of psychoeducation material. The Arizona TRN is also leading the way in website development for
the TRNs.

The Long Island TRN developed a manual template and a power point for developing a local TRN. Their power point is
included in the TRN introduction material.

The San Diego TRN created the template for our new brochure.

We are also grateful to the community of First Responders and Emergency Management Teams who taught us how to
be a part of a disaster response team and opened their offices, fire stations, and places of worship in order to receive
the trauma education and clinical expertise of our Trauma Recovery Network volunteers.

Sincerely,

Carol R. Martin

Executive Director
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TRAUMA RECOVERY NETWORK (TRN)--VOLUNTEER CRITERIA

A Clinician who wants to volunteer for their local TRN must meet the following criteria:

1. Completion of EMDR Basic Training.  It is strongly suggested that all TRN members be
Certified EMDR clinicians do to the nature of the trauma work administered by TRN
volunteers.  If a clinician is not certified, but would like to provide clinical services as
part of their volunteer responsibilities to the TRN then it is advised that the TRN
Consultant assess the skill level of the clinician prior to approving this clinician for
clinical services to the team.

2. Registration as a Trauma Recovery/HAP Volunteer
3. Current Clinical License (submit copy of proof of licensure to your TRN Coordinator)
4. Maintenance of current Malpractice Insurance (submit copy of cover page to TRN

coordinator).  For clinicians who work for an agency who do not carry their own
malpractice insurance, the clinician must clarify if the agency will authorize the clinician
to provide such services under their agency’s malpractice insurance.  A statement from
the agency to this effect must be provided and kept on file with the TRN coordinator.
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JOB RESPONSIBILITIES OF A TRN COORDINATOR

 Lead efforts to ensure that TRN clinicians are recruited and oriented to Trauma Recovery/HAP

o TRN policies and procedures.

 Serve as liaison with the TRAUMA RECOVERY office and local emergency management,

o Community service and media organizations.

 Sign the Group Affiliate Agreement Form

 Maintaining the following records:

o Volunteer Agreement Form

o Current Malpractice Form

o Current License Verification

o Contact information for all TRN group members

o Meeting Minutes

o Research data including IES data for all pro bono sessions

 Provide Trauma Recovery/HAP’s Clinical Director with a year end statement that includes a synopsis of

TRN involvement for the year

 Providing Trauma Recovery/HAP’s Clinical Director with any research data collected including IES

data

 Ensuring that all new TRN volunteers have reviewed the TRN manual and signed all necessary

documents.

 Coordinate efforts for relevant trainings for TRN members

 Coordinate TRN referrals in a timely manner

 Coordinate fiscal issues with Trauma Recovery/HAP
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 The Clinical Director will add your name and contact information to the national list of Trauma

Recovery/HAP affiliated TRN coordinators.

Job Responsibilities of the TRN Consultant:

The role of the TRN consultant is to provide consultation to TRN clinicians for pro bono services.  This may be

done in person, by phone or by Skype. TRN Consultants must be EMDRIA-Approved Consultants or have

completed at least 10 hours of training if they are a Consultant –In-Training.
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Volunteer Clinician
Statement of Affirmation and Agreement

WHEREAS, _______________ (the “Clinician”) wishes to provide pro bono therapeutic services as a volunteer

with the __________ affiliate of Trauma Recovery/HAP’s Trauma Recovery Network (TRN) in response to

extraordinary community needs in the event of disasters that cause traumatization.

NOW THEREFORE, The Clinician hereby affirms and agrees as follows:

1. The Clinician affirms:

a) That s/he is a licensed mental health professional, who has completed an EMDRIA-approved Level II
EMDR training program and is knowledgeable by training and experience in providing mental health
trauma services; and

b) That s/he has registered on the Trauma Recovery/HAP website (www.trauma-recovery.org) as a
volunteer.

2. The Clinician agrees

a) To update his/her volunteer clinician registration information as his/her circumstances change;

b) To maintain professional malpractice/liability insurance ($1 million/3 million) throughout the time of
service as a TRN volunteer clinician;

c) To provide written evidence of said insurance to the TRN Coordinator, as well as notice of any change
in said insurance coverage; and

d) To provide written evidence of professional licensure within his/her state to the TRN Coordinator.

3. The Clinician affirms and agrees

a) That all therapeutic services s/he provides will be his/her responsibility and will be covered under
his/her insurance;

b) That s/he will perform such therapeutic services in a manner consistent with the attached Best Practice
Recommendations for Pro Bono Clinical Treatment;

c) That the Clinician may accept or refuse to provide services as a TRN volunteer clinician at any time,
provided that commitments already undertaken are completed in accordance with their terms;
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d) That the Clinician may also provide services as a visiting pro bono clinician in other communities when
the need is great and Trauma Recovery or another local or regional TRN affiliate requests their
assistance, provided the law of the visited state permits and the Clinician’s insurance will apply to such
assistance;

e) That Trauma Recovery does not oversee or supervise the provision of services and in no way assumes
any liability in connection with their delivery or effect; and

f) That the Clinician may terminate his/her status as a TRN volunteer clinician by thirty (30) days written
notice to Trauma Recovery to the TRN Coordinator.

In consideration of the Clinician’s compliance with these affirmations and agreements, Trauma Recovery will
recognize the Clinician as a TRN volunteer clinician unless and until the Clinician gives written notice to
terminate the relationship.

______________________________________________          _______________
Clinician Signature Date

______________________________________________
Clinician’s Name (printed)

__________________________________________
(Street Address)

________________________________________
(City)

(State) ______ (Zip) ____________

(Telephone numbers)_______________________________________________

(E-mail address) __________________________________________________
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Attachment to Volunteer Clinician Statement of Affirmation and Agreement

Best Practice Recommendations for Pro Bono Clinical Treatment

Volunteer clinicians shall accept cases as TRN volunteer clinicians in a timely manner after the TRN
Coordinator has been informed of the circumstances and has agreed that a TRN response is appropriate to meet
a community need.

The service provided will be a specific therapeutic intervention for the post-traumatic disturbance resulting from
the recognized circumstance and related events. The focus for each client will be on resolving the unprocessed
disturbance from these specific events, not on providing a full and comprehensive course of individual
psychotherapy. The model will be the type of service generally characterized as brief treatment or Emergency
Early Intervention Treatment. It can be expected that, in most cases, the particular distress from these events
will be resolved within 5 sessions: 1 intake session and 4 sessions of EMDR psychotherapy.

If additional psychotherapy is needed, volunteer clinicians may need to refer to a list of other providers. A
volunteer clinician should consult his/her state’s laws on referring clients post pro bono treatment.  Payment for
those additional services will be the responsibility of the client.

For some clients, it will be clear from the first session that more than five sessions will be necessary.  In these
cases, a volunteer clinician should refer the client.  Emergency Early Intervention Treatment should not be
started.

A volunteer clinician is responsible for providing therapy in a manner consistent with the Ethical Code of
his/her professional discipline, in a manner responsive to the client’s needs, and in a manner consistent with the
reasonable expectations of the client based on the terms of the informed consent form. Clients referred by a
TRN Coordinator to a volunteer clinician will generally be expecting to receive EMDR therapy; therefore, it is
expected that volunteer clinicians will be using EMDR as the primary therapy modality for post-traumatic
disturbance.

SUD and VOC scores will be obtained from each client at the beginning of each session, and the Impact of
Events Scale (IES) will be given to each client just prior to the beginning of the first session, and after the final
session and at 3 months follow up, to assess the possible need for referral and ongoing treatment, and to
determine the effectiveness of this intervention. Results of this testing will be coded for anonymity, and
returned to Trauma Recovery for analysis. Any client who does not wish to give permission for scores to be
used (see Client Informed Consent Form) will still be eligible for receiving volunteer clinician services.

Clients will be expected to read and sign the Informed Consent form in duplicate, and will be given one copy. If
a volunteer clinician’s state requires an additional disclosure/informed consent form, it is up to each volunteer
clinician to comply with all of his/her state laws.  Volunteer clinicians will retain a copy of the signed, informed
consent form.
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Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs
Affiliation Agreement

WHEREAS, Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Program has established a network consisting
of groups of EMDR clinicians who agree to provide EMDR therapy on a pro bon basis to clients who have
experienced trauma due to a significant event that has occurred in their community and to share within and
across such groups best practices in providing such services (the “Trauma Recovery Network”); and

WHEREAS, volunteer clinicians in _____ have formed such a group and would like to affiliate with Trauma
Recovery as part of its Trauma Recovery Network (“TRN”) (the “Affiliate”);

WHEREAS, __________  and _________________ have agreed to serve as the coordinators of the Affiliate;
and

WHEREAS, Trauma Recovery/HAP would like to have the group as an affiliate which shall be known as the
____________ TRN.

NOW THEREFORE, Trauma Recovery/HAP and ________________, on behalf of the group hereby agree as
follows:

1.  Trauma Recovery/HAP will:

(a) Provide recommended standards and practice guidelines based on accumulated expertise in the use
of EMDR for disaster response.

(b) Collect and disseminate relevant information on questions raised by volunteers and other affiliates
when these questions are of general interest within the TRN.

(c) Assist the Affiliate to network with emergency management officials in its locality so that effective
mental health intervention is adequately provided for in emergency planning.

(d) Provide fundraising guidance and networking and fiscal management of funds collected by Trauma
Recovery/HAP on behalf of the Affiliate.

2. The Affiliate shall

(a) Maintain a roster of at least three clinicians who have executed the volunteer clinician Statement of
Affirmation and Agreement one whom shall function as the coordinator of the Affiliate and the point
of contact for community agencies and others seeking to contact the Affiliate.

(b) Develop a plan for receiving and referring cases within the Affiliate, for screening referrals as to
their suitability, and for establishing a wait list if necessary for cases that are deemed appropriate.
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(c) Identify an EMDRIA certified consultant who agrees to provide case consultation without fee to
volunteer clinicians for their TRN clients.  The consultant may be an Affiliate clinician and may be
active as a TRN volunteer clinician.

(d) Submit a brief annual report to Trauma Recovery/HAP at the end of December each year that
Trauma Recovery/HAP will compile and share with all TRN affiliates. The report shall note:
 The current state of membership and changes during the preceding 12 months
 The occasions on which the Affiliate provided pro bono services locally or in other communities
 Significant achievements and/or difficulties facing the Affiliate during the previous year in its

clinical work
 Significant achievements and/or difficulties in educating the community and key leaders about the

need for trauma treatment services as a component of emergency planning
 Recommendations from Affiliate volunteers for ways to improve the TRN program.

3. The Affiliate will strive to

(a) Engage in ongoing education of emergency planning officials and the general public in their locality,
prior to any disaster if possible, about the need for, and forms of, effective treatment of post
traumatic stress and related disorders.

(b) Collaborate with local emergency management officials to establish reasonable mutual expectations
of how the Affilitate can contribute to addressing the psychological effects of emergencies as part of
community-wide preparation, mitigation, immediate response, and long-term recovery.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Trauma Recovery/HAP and the TRN Coordinator, on behalf of the Affiliate, have
signed this Agreement effective as of _______________________.

Affiliate

Name: __________________________________

Address: __________________________

City/State/Zip: ___________________________

Tel: _________________________________

Email: __________________________________

Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs

Name: __________________________

Title: ___________________________
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NETWORK RESPONSE POLICIES & PROCEDURES

The designated coordinator for the area will call the volunteer clinician to activate the
emergency response.  The designated area coordinators are (to be filled in by area
coordinators):

If the volunteer is available:

1. The designated area coordinator will provide details of the referral, including
contact information for the client.

2. The volunteer will contact the client within 24 hours to arrange the initial
appointment within a week or less at the therapist’s office unless another
designated location has been determined.

3. At the first appointment, the volunteer clinician will:

a. Complete informed consent

b. Provide notice of privacy practices utilized in your practice

c. Take client history

d. Make assessment of appropriateness of EMDR treatment

e. If client requires a higher level of care (i.e., if client is not psychiatrically
stable), the clinician will make appropriate referrals

f. If client is assessed as appropriate for EMDR treatment, arrange up to five
(5) additional pro bono sessions.  The clinician will provide a written
statement outlining what the clinician will provide in the way of pro bono
sessions as part of the AETR2N for brief single incident treatment for
recent traumatic incident, victims only, and the options available at the
end of that treatment.  See #7 below.

g. Begin a confidential file for the client, to include:

i. Intake summary, pre-test, and assessment notes started in first
session

ii. On-going progress notes
iii. Treatment Summary (upon completion of treatment)
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iv. Client records will be maintained by the clinician consistent with
the clinician’s licensing board’s requirements.  Within that time
frame, data can be utilized for research, if client granted
permission for use of data in research.

4. Within two weeks of the disaster, the volunteer clinician will:

a. Attend a debriefing with their designated area coordinator to address self-
care and secondary traumatization, or meet with an Approved Consultant
or other network providers in the community (telephonic or in person) for
debriefing.

b. Clinicians from other State or local TRNs may be available to offer
support for local clinicians.

c. Provide feedback to the designated area coordinator about the process

5. After one-month and six-month periods following treatment, if the client has
agreed, the volunteer clinician will make follow-up contact with the client to
check in and complete post-testing

6. Consultation is available to each volunteer clinician throughout the process.
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______________________________________________ (LOCAL AFFILIATE)

Trauma Recovery/HAP Trauma Recovery Network

PRO BONO CONSENT FOR TREATMENT TERMS

When you work with a therapist from the Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian Assistance
Programs Trauma Recovery Network you will receive brief, single incident EMDR trauma
treatment. EMDR involves recalling an event while experiencing rapid bilateral stimulation (eye
movements, tones or tapping) to facilitate the process. The EMDR-related procedures will be
fully explained to you prior to beginning treatment. If it is determined that you could benefit
from a more comprehensive treatment program or referral for a more intensive psychiatric
treatment, your therapist will discuss with you with referrals and treatment options. Working with
another therapist or treatment provider will most likely involve using your health insurance or
negotiating a fee.

In the first meeting, you and your therapist will discuss treatment goals and inform you as to the
number of pro-bono sessions you will have available to you. .

The following has been discussed with me concerning the use of EMDR:
 As a part of preparation for this therapy you will work closely with your therapist

to learn and practice specific relaxation techniques.
 Some individuals may experience a high level of emotion or physical sensation.

 Distressing or unresolved memories may surface through the use of EMDR.

 Following the counseling session, the processing of additional incidents/material may
continue, or other dreams, flashbacks, memories, feelings, etc. may surface.

Before beginning EMDR treatment I have considered all of the above and have discussed this
with my therapist.

Your signature below will indicate that you understand and accept the terms of this agreement.

Client Signature: __________________________________________ Date: ________________

Guardian Signature:_______________________________________ Date: __________

(if Client is under 18)
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Client Information

Identification

Name:________________________________________ Today’s Date:___________________________

Date of Birth:____________________________________ Age:_________________________________

Home Address:_____________________________________________ _____ Apt:__________________

City:___________________________________________  State:_________ Zip:____________________

Home Phone Number:_________________________ Mobile Phone Number:______________________

Calls will be discrete, but please indicate any restrictions:

Other Professionals Involved in Your Treatment

Medical Provider/Clinic Name: ___________________________________________________________

Address:_________________________________________________ Phone:______________________

May I have your permission to contact this person for continuity of care:  Yes_____  No____

Psychiatric Provider/Clinic Name:__________________________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________________ Phone:_________________________

May I have your permission to contact this person for continuity of care?  Yes____   No____

Emergency Contact

If there is an emergency during our work together, or I become concerned about your personal safety, I
am required by law and the rules of my profession to contact someone close to you (relative, spouse,
close friend).

Name:_________________________________________ Relationship to you:______________________

Phone number (s): _____________________________________________________________________
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Intake Assessment Summary

Client Initials Age Gender Therapist
Date of Assessment: Informed consent signed?

Summary of Presenting Problem:

History reviewed?
Assess SI/HI – Ideation?  Plan?  Intent?  Need for higher level of care?

Diagnosis: Acute Stress Disorder PTSD Other: Other:

Check All that Apply:
Poor pre-morbid adjustment Instability in current life circumstance
Single incident trauma Multiple incident trauma
Possible secondary gain (or loss) Problematic drug/alcohol use or other addictions
History of addiction - well resolved History of addiction - at risk for activating addiction
Prior trauma - well resolved Prior trauma – unresolved

Able to access subjective feelings of safety
Able to use positive resources
Able to tolerate & regulate positive & negative affect

Potential legal involvement (advise client of
potential risks)

Potential medical issues (advise client of potential risks)

Suggested protocols to proceed with EMDR:
Resourcing & Stabilization EMDR 8-Phase Treatment Approach
ERP Recent Events Protocol
R-TEP EMDR-PRECI
Group Protocol Other:

Not appropriate to proceed with EMDR treatment at this time due to:
Active psychosis Danger to self/others
Active addictions Dissociative disorder (DID, DD-NOS)
Unable to change state/self-soothe Possible neurological impairment/loss of consciousness
Major vegetative depression Cannot maintain dual attention
Cannot tolerate affect (+ or -) Markedly unresolved prior trauma
Other:

Referrals made to:
Medical: Psychotherapy:
Psychiatric: Other:
Release of Information Obtained? Records Sent to Referral?
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Research Data Reporting

Date of Report:_____________

Client Initials:   _____________

Age:                 _____________

Gender:            _____________

Incident:  ________________________________________________________

Date of Incident: ______________________

Total Number of Sessions:_______________

Protocol Used: ________________________

Pre-Treatment IES-R Score: ______________

Post-Treatment IES-R Score: _____________

30-Day Post-Treatment IES-R Score: ___________

If 30-DayPost-Treatment IES-R is not completed, please explain:

___________________________________           ________________________
Therapist Signature                                                  Therapist Name

Date:   _____________________________
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This manual contains two Depression scales;

The CES-D and the PHQ-9.

Clinicians are more familiar with using the BDI.  Currently
though, the BDI is copyrighted and there is a $2/form
charge.  For research purposes, individual clinicians will
have to either pay this cost or use a different form.

The CES-D and the PHQ-9 are highly recommended by
other EMDR Clinicians.  They are both effective and brief.















IV. PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL
MATERIALS
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Suggested Resourcing, Grounding & Stabilization Techniques

These are possible preparation/stabilization/resource/grounding techniques the therapist can utilize to prepare
the client for trauma processing and to use during processing if necessary.  Some individuals may not be able
to do Safe Place, so there are many possible alternatives.  The therapist will use clinical judgment in
determining when the client can tolerate the affect necessary to process the trauma and is ready to proceed.

Grounding/Breath Skills

“Make yourself just as comfortable as you can in your chair.  Notice your feet on the floor.  Feel the
floor beneath your feet, press your feet into the floor to feel how it supports your feet.”  (Pause for a
few moments.)  “Allow your focus to move up your legs to where you feel your weight in the chair,
and just focus on that for a moment.  Feel the support of the chair under you.”  (Pause for a few
moments.)  “Then allow your focus to move up to where you feel your back against the chair and
focus on that for a few moments.”  (Pause for a few moments.)

“What do you notice now?”  Ct. may respond with “I feel more present,” “I feel calmer,” or
something similar.

“Allow yourself to notice that for a moment, just notice what that’s like to feel
____________________________” (their words).

”What do you notice now?”  If positive response from ct., you may install this with BLS by asking,
“Where do you feel that in your body?  Just notice that as I turn on the equipment/you follow my
fingers.” Use slow, short sets to install, per standard resource development procedures.

Instruct the client to practice this skill throughout the days following the session.

Breathing Skills

“Make yourself as comfortable as you can in your chair.  Just take a big, deep breath, all the way
down into your belly and hold it for just a moment.” (Pause for a moment, but not to the point of
discomfort.)  “Just breathe that out.”

“What do you notice now?”  Ct. may respond with something like “that feels good,” “I feel a little
calmer,” etc.

“So just allow yourself to take that deep, slow breath again, and really notice what that
____________________ (client’s words) feels like as the air goes into your lungs, holding it for just
a moment, and then allowing yourself to exhale slowly, noticing what it’s like as the breath leaves
your lungs.”

“What do you notice now?”  If you have a positive response from ct., you may install this with BLS
by asking, “Where do you feel that in your body?  Just notice that as I turn on the equipment/follow
my fingers.”  Use slow, short sets to install, per standard resource development procedures.

Instruct the ct. to practice this skill throughout the days following the session.
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Safe/Peaceful Place

The goal of this exercise is to allow the first experiences of BLS to be positive, to assess readiness, ego
strength, to develop a tool to be utilized before, during and after processing, and to help create a safe place in
the office for processing.

Utilize the procedures you learned in EMDR Basic Training to develop and install an imaginary place
or the memory of an actual experience when the ct. feels calm, safe, peaceful, maybe the best they
have ever felt.  Anchor this place/ experience in the body.  Develop/install a cue word.  Instruct the
ct. to practice this skill to make it more available for them in the future.

If the client is not able to find a safe/peaceful place, use another skill for calming and soothing.

Alternatives to Safe/Peaceful Place

The following suggestions can be developed and installed similarly to safe/peaceful place and other
resources.  Elicit this information from the client:

Where is a place you feel safe?
Who is a person you feel safe with?
How safe do you feel here now?
Where in your body do you feel the most calm, most comfortable?
If you had a safe/peaceful place, what would it be like?
What experience of strength/success/self-efficacy/coping can you recall?
What positive body feelings do you have from a sport/music/creative activity, etc.?
What memory do you have aof a time when you felt good about yourself?

With anything positive you are able to elicit, ask “where do you feel that in your body?” and then simply say
“just notice that” and add short sets of BLS to strengthen.

Containers

Using an imaginal container allows the client to modulate the amount of material they are accessing at any
given time.  Use of a container reduces processing between sessions when the client does not want the
material readily accessible.  A client will learn that they can be in charge of what they are thinking
about/feeling with using and practicing a container.

“I want you to imagine a container of some kind that you could use to hold ________ (unfinished
material/uncomfortable or intolerable feelings/etc.)  Think of something that can be temporarily
sealed up, like a box, a jar, a chest, a small room, etc.  It can be as big or small as you need it to be.
What comes to mind?”

Client states something like “a box” or “a barrel.”

“Okay, great.  Using your imagination, just see yourself putting all that ___________ (unfinished
material/uncomfortable or intolerable feelings/etc.) in that container.  Take all the time you need, and
get it all in there.  Taking all the time you need, when it’s all in there, just seal it up.”

Check with the client to see if they need more time.  If so, allow them to continue until they have the
container sealed up.  If they are struggling to get the material in there, ask if they need help, like a
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tool or someone to help them.  The client can use their imagination to bring in whatever help they
need and continue to put the material in the container, taking all the time they need, and sealing it up
temporarily.  The client can continue until they feel complete, and just check in with them to see if
they need more time.

Ask the client “What do you get?”

The client will usually state something like, “it’s all in there,” or “most of it is in there,” or “that feels
better.”

Then ask, “What do you notice in your body?”  With any positive client response, install.

“Notice how that feels in your body,” and add BLS for installation.

Suggest that the client practice this skill whenever anything sneaks out of the container.  A client can
also contain material/affect by sending it to the future (their next session, etc.) or sending it to the
therapist’s office.

Resource Extending

In Roy Kiessling’s section on “Extending Resources,” in Marilyn Luber’s EMDR Scripted Protocols, Basics
and Special Situations (2009, pp. 87-92, see references), the client is asked to identify a skill, strength, or
resource they feel will help them deal with the trauma.  After being asked to focus on that resource, add BLS,
asking at the end of the set, “what do you notice and feel?”  This resource can be anchored with a cue word
or physical anchor (pressing a knuckle, etc.) and then should be practiced with cued and uncued distress to
further install the resource.  An anticipated disturbance can also be cued, with the client utilizing their
resource for calming and soothing.

Four Elements “Light”

Based on the “Four Elements Exercise for Stress Management” by Elan Shapiro (in Luber, Basics and
Special Situations, 2009), this shortened version is very useful for quick grounding.

Explain that the “four elements” are air, earth, water and fire.  For air, ask the client to take a deep breath.
Give them a moment to stay with that.  For earth, ask the client to notice their feet on the ground, the chair
under and behind them, and again, give them a moment to stay with that. For water, ask the client to make
saliva, and give them a moment.  For fire, ask the client to look around the room for something the color of
fire, such as red, orange, yellow, blue, and white.  Bring the client back to air, with a big deep breath, and
then ask what the client notices.  Most of the time, the client will say something like, “better,” “more
present,” “calmer,” etc.

Future Healthy Adult Self

The therapist asks the client to describe how they want their life to be, what they want to be different, how
they want to feel, when treatment is complete.  They may say, “I want to be sober, happy, independent, and
have a job I like.”

Read this description back to the client with BLS and ask them to see if an image of that “future healthy self”
begins to show up.
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They will report an image of what they will look like/feel like/act like as that future healthy adult, further
develop that image by asking questions like “what are you wearing as that future healthy adult?”  “How does
that future healthy you feel in his/her body?”

Install further with BLS and strengthen with BLS until there is no change.  Ask for a name for that future
healthy self, things like “Healthy Joe,” “Happy Susan,” etc., and install with the name, possibly anchoring
physically to a knuckle, etc.   You can also further install with cued and uncued distress to strengthen their
access to this resource.  You can further install with a physical anchor with pressing a knuckle, etc.

Ask the client to practice this resource by bringing up this image/name/anchor, until they notice a shift in
their body, in the days following installation of this resource.

This resource can be utilized as an interweave if processing is stuck, or if the emotions become too
overwhelming for the client during processing.

Oasis/Healthy Pleasurable Activities

This tool can also help the client develop skills of affect regulation/self-soothing.  Ask:

“What is a favorite activity that you have?”  Client may say things like “needlepoint,” “watching
football on TV,” “running,” “petting my dog,” etc.  Keep the focus on a non-addictive/compulsive
activity (i.e., not smoking, drinking alcohol, snorting cocaine, etc.).

“Bring up an image of yourself doing that.  Describe the scene to me.  What do you see, hear, smell,
and feel?”

Keeping the client focused on the positive aspects only of this experience, further develop as
necessary and install with BLS.  Ask for a cue word and possibly anchor to a knuckle, etc.  Suggest
again that the client practice in the days after the session.

Spiritual Beliefs

This is another possible resource to assist the client with affect management and tolerance, self-soothing, etc.
Ask:

“What spiritual beliefs do you have that are particularly helpful to you?”

Client may say things like, “I believe in God,” “I know God is there to help me,” “I really like to say
the rosary,” “I believe everything happens for a reason,” etc.

“What do you notice in your body when you say that?”

Client may say things like, “My heart feels warm,” “I feel calmer,” “I feel more hopeful,” etc.

“Focus on that,” and use BLS to install.  Perhaps ask for a cue word for this resource, install with a
physical anchor, further install with cued/uncued distress, etc.  Ask the client to practice this resource
in the hours or days following the session.
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Skills/Strengths Client Would LIKE to Have

“What do you feel you need inside to be able to process the trauma?”  The client may say something
like “courage.”

“I want you to think of a time when you felt courage, when you really faced the fear and did what
you needed to do even though you were afraid.”

Client can describe the time they had that experience.

“What image represents that experience?”  The therapist will ask the client to brighten/turn up the
volume on that image.  Strengthen with BLS until it no longer changes.  Ask for a cue word and/or
physically anchor in the body.

Ask the client to practice going to this resource in the days following the session.

Light Stream (Shapiro, 2001)

“Notice any upsetting sensations in your body.  If it had a shape, what shape would it be?”  Wait for ct’s
response, and then say: “If it had a size, what size would it be?”  Again, wait for ct’s response, and then say:
“If it had a color, what color would it be?”  Wait for response. “If it had a temperature, what temperature
would it be?” Wait for response. “If it had a texture, what texture would it be?”  Wait for response. “If it had
a sound (high pitched, low pitched, etc.), what sound would it be?”  Wait for response. “What is your
favorite color that you associate with healing?”  Wait for response.

“Imagine that a light of this favorite color is coming in through the top of your head and directing itself at
that sensation in your body.  Let’s pretend that the source of this light is the cosmos so the more you use, the
more you have available. The light directs itself at the sensation and resonates, vibrates in and around it.  As
it does, what happens to the sensation shape, size, color, temperature texture or sound?”

If the client reports any change, continue to repeat the direction in the paragraph above (underlined) and ask
for feedback until the shape is completely gone.  This may correlate with the disappearance of the upsetting
body sensation.  After reducing this sensation, bring the light into every portion of the person’s body, ask for
a positive statement for peace and calm until the next session.  Ask the client to bring themselves back into
the room.
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The Firefighter Personality

Created by Dave Dockstader
Boston Area TRN Volunteer

 Many firefighters are extraverts.  They are friendly and willing to do anything for
their “brothers.”

 They love to build things and solve problems.  While they are locking in tradition,
they would rather find practical solutions. There is skepticism about new ideas or
products.

 Firefighters are hands on people and become easily bored with instruction that is
all lecture.

 If something is done wrong, it could cost a life. There is a real need to be in
control.  If a new probationary firefighter is not living up to snuff, they will tease
mercilessly until the “probie” shapes up.

 There is a gallows humor that makes light of serious calls.  It’s a way of coping
nasty stuff.

 Firefighters live for the “big one” and are upset when they are off shift when it
happens.  There is a sense of adventure.  They get a great adrenalin rush that feels
great.

 If they have had too many bad runs and the adrenalin gets depleted and the body
starts using serotonin to make the adrenalin, that they get run down and feeling
depressed or cranky.

 They keep conflicts in the firehouse.  Each firefighter must feel that the others
will be there for that firefighter in a crisis situation, and that firefighter will have
the others backs.  The members of the department become another family.

 In working with firefighters after a critical incident they often measure themselves
on how well they contributed or not to the team effort.

 If firefighters let others down or even just feel that they did, it produces a sense of
guilt.  Guilt over things that they really couldn’t change becomes a grasp for a
sense of control.
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 Firefighters are quick to blame themselves.  Conversely, there is pride in handling
very difficult situations with expertise and being of service to others.  Firefighters
hope that when all is said and done that they can say that they “did their job.”

Tips on Introducing Clinical Services

You can appeal to the firefighter’s loyalty to the others and their ability to do the job.
You are bucking the tradition of “elbow therapy” in the bar room, to handle the stress.
Newer firefighters will be more willing to try something else, but you need to do it right
the first time because you won’t get another chance.  Use a Fire Chaplain to get you in
the station to start with.  They are highly respected by firefighters.  What are they going
to get out of working with you?  Be to the point.  Above all, be honest.  How will this be
a benefit to the “job?”  Emphasize that they are helping their brothers by helping
themselves.  Ask about how the firefighter’s reactions are showing up at home.  What
would there significant other say about how they are doing?  When firefighters feel the
relief, they will sell others, so you only need to find a few that will try it to start.

http://www.wcpr2001.org/news/ER_Exhaustion_Syndrome.pdf

This is an extremely important article for all TRN Members to read prior to working with
First Responders.
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YOUR INVESTMENT IN
Trauma Recovery

EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs

 Trauma Recovery Network (TRN) Chapters provide on the ground response and recovery to disasters
within their own community.  The volunteers who make up each TRN chapter provide hundreds of pro
bono sessions to victims of disaster around the country.

 Trauma Recovery Network Chapters provide trauma education and pro bono treatment to First
Responders within their own community.

 Trauma Recovery Network Chapters are available to respond to the mental health needs of a community
following a disaster.

 You can learn more about the efforts of our national network of TRN Chapters on our website at
trauma-recovery.org

 Get involved by volunteering for your local TRN chapter or starting your own!
Contact Nancy Simons (nsimons@trauma-recovery.org) with questions.

WHAT YOUR GIFT CAN DO.

$35 2 Packets(15 in each packet) of 4-Elements Bracelets for TRN clients

$50 Training Manual for a local TRN Chapter

$100 Outreach materials for Trauma Education in local communities

$500 Expenses for one volunteer faculty member for a weekend of training

$1000 Expenses for a panel of First Responders to present at training for TRN members

$____ Disaster Recovery Fund

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Trauma Recovery, EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs

2911 Dixwell Ave Suite 201 Hamden, CT 06518

Name_________________________ Phone Number_________________ Date______________

Billing Address_____________________________________________________________________________

Credit Card # _____________________________ Email address______________________________
($25 minimum)

$35 $50 $100 $500 $1,000 Disaster Recovery Fund: $_________

 Check Enclosed  Cash Enclosed
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